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With the availability of very high resolution imaging from, e.g.,
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Narrow and Wide Angle Cameras
(LROC-NAC/WAC), craters with diameters (D) ≲ 1 km are now
widely used to determine crater model ages of lunar terrains.
However, terrain material properties likely alter D ≲ 5 km crater
distributions as indicated by the modern impact scaling law [1-2].
If this is not accounted for, then crater model ages may not be
correctly estimated. In order to better understand this influence,
we fit new, expanded crater distributions of Apollo calibration
terrains with the Model Production Function (MPF; [2]). The MPF
incorporates terrain properties; thus, we can find what properties
result in crater model ages that best match radiometric ages of the
Apollo terrains. This provides new constraints on lunar terrain
properties and their affect on estimating crater model ages.



Methods
Methods
Compiling Crater SFDs

We roughly map the regions to inform our terrain properties
analyses, such as if the terrain is expected to be consolidated &
strong (e.g., impact melt) or unconsolidated & weak (e.g., highlands).
We also assess where to measure craters for the study using these
criteria: avoiding large secondary fields, availability of LROC-NAC
images, and proximity to sample sites [3]. We use LROC-WAC mosaic
and NAC images to measure craters in JMARS with D=10 m to ~10
km and a nested technique (e.g., Fig. 1). D≥500 m craters are
measured on the WAC mosaic in red area. All remaining
measurements are done on NAC images: D≳200200 m craters in black
area, D≳20080 m craters in cyan area, D≳20030 m craters in magenta area,
and D≥10 m craters in yellow area. A traditional, unbinned
cumulative crater size-frequency distribution (SFD) [4] that merges
the data from the five count areas is computed. Obvious secondaries
in clusters and chains are excluded.





Young impact melt =>
expect consolidated,
strong rock

Apollo 12
Procellarum
RA: 3.15 Ga
MPF: 3.1 Ga
Consolidated
9x107 dy/cm2
3.0 g/cm3

Radiometric age: 0.8 Ga
MPF fit (green line: 0.8
Ga): consolidated rock
with strength=8x107 dyne/
cm2 & density=3.0 g/cm3

Mare
Apollo 15
Imbrium
RA: 3.30 Ga
MPF: 3.4 Ga
Unconsolidated
8x106 dy/cm2
2.5 g/cm3

Apollo 17
Serenitatis
RA: 3.75 Ga
MPF: 3.7 Ga
Unconsolidated
8x106 dy/cm2
2.5 g/cm3

Apollo 11
Tranquillitatis
RA: 3.8 Ga
MPF: 3.7 Ga
Unconsolidated
6x106 dy/cm2
2.5 g/cm3

Radiometric age is
reproduced with realistic
terrain properties
Craters D≲70m likely in
saturation (red line) →
note that any data in
saturation is not used for
any MPF fits
Cause of deviation in MPF
fit for D~70-200m craters
is as yet unknown









Basalt flows of various ages => with increasing age expect consolidated rock converting to
unconsolidated rock, while strength & density decrease, due to increased fracturing
Radiometric ages generally reproduced with expected transition in terrain properties
Expect the transition diameter to saturation (red lines) to increase with increasing age, but
Apollo 12 diameter is largest (250m) => perhaps secondaries?
Causes of deviations of MPF fits from the data at other diameters are as yet unknown

Highlands
Apollo 16
Cayley Fm.
RA: 3.77 Ga
MPF: 3.8 Ga
Unconsolidated
5x106 dy/cm2
2.5 g/cm3

Apollo 14
Fra Mauro Fm.
RA: 3.77 Ga
MPF: 3.9 Ga
Unconsolidated
5x106 dy/cm2
2.5 g/cm3



Highlands/Imbrium ejecta => expect unconsolidated, weak rock



Radiometric ages are reproduced with realistic terrain properties





Saturation transition diameters (red lines) behaves as expected and
occurs at much larger diameters than for the mare terrains
Causes of deviations of data from saturation slope (gray lines) are
as yet unknown

Fig. 1: Nested crater measurement areas indicated by colored outlines
for Apollo 12 landing site (white dashed line). Left: All nests on WAC
mosaic (500m/pixel). Right: Zoom in on four smaller nests on NAC
image M193067752LC. North is up. Generated using JMARS.

Fitting SFDs with MPF
We quantitatively fit crater SFDs with MPFs that use different terrain
properties. Terrain properties are varied through changing the
parameters in the crater scaling law [1] that represent material type
(consolidated, unconsolidated), material tensile strength, and
material density ([2]). Then, the fits are used to compute D=1 km
crater model ages for the terrains. We are determining the terrain
properties which not only produces an MPF that best matches the
crater SFD shape, but computes a model age close to the radiometric
ages in [3]. Note model ages have a minimum uncertainty of 0.1 Ga.

Crater Scaling Law Parameter Values used in the MPF
Exponent Representing
Material Type [2]

0.55 for Consolidated
0.41 for Unconsolidated

Material Tensile Strength 2x106 - 2x108 dyne/cm2
(highest value is intact rock [5])
Density of Material [6]

2.0 - 3.0 g/cm3
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Discussion

➢ Varying terrain mechanical properties has an important influence on determining crater retention ages of
lunar terrains.
➢ In general, we can match radiometric ages of Apollo chronology calibration regions with the MPF using
expected terrain property parameter values.
➢ We have issues matching the MPF to crater SFD shape for some regions and diameter ranges.
Furthermore, the SFD deviates from the expected slope in saturation in some cases. Secondaries, crater
erasure, changes in the impactor population, and changes in terrain properties with depth are all possible.
➢ There is much work yet to be done:
➢ explore other crater scaling law parameter values – including changing them with depth – to try and
see if resolves MPF fit deviations
➢ extend to other lunar terrains with different properties from the Apollo regions

